
BUSINESS KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Michelle Neujahr provides high-energy, dynamic business presentations
guaranteed to help individuals GROW their businesses and enhance their
leadership skills. She works business owners who want to GROW and groups who
want to lead more effectively. With more than two decades of experience as a
business keynote speaker, Michelle has given over 2,000 presentations to
audiences across the country. As an expert in Business GROWTH, Michelle’s
programs are designed to challenge organizations and individuals to use what they
have and add new tools in order to achieve greater results. Companies hire
Michelle to challenge, educate and motivate while creating a positive, energetic
tone for your conference or event.
BUSINESS GROWTH COACH
Michelle Neujahr provides strategic business coaching services to organizations
and individuals who are serious about growing their businesses. She challenges
clients to renovate their mindset, their revenue generating strategies and their
passion for their work. Michelle challenges and inspires purposeful growth. Clients
hire Michelle for help with strategic planning, leadership development, marketing
and managing change and/or growth.
In addition to owning The Business Renovation Company, Michelle owned a seven-
figure, Minnesota-based renovation firm for ten years, spent time in the corporate
world as Director of Sales & Marketing and is currently co-leading a business
growth group, called ScaleUp America, for the SBA, leading mid-sized firms
through the steps necessary to scale up their business.. Michelle currently also
serves as an Associate Professor of Business at Southern Maine Community College,
where she teaches...

Testimonials

Michelle Neujahr

“Michelle’s presentations define the word “motivational”. She is a dynamic,
well organized speaker. I still have notes hanging in my clinic from the first time
I heard Michelle speak. What she shares has lasting impact and she gives her
audience simple tools for changing their interactions with others. I was so
impressed by Michelle that I asked her to speak at an international conference.
Her message and her style are just as effective for 200 people as they are for 15
and as effective across cultures and disciplines.” 

- Jacqueline Mast, Mast Clinic.

“Michelle presented a workshop for my company based on “The Seven Keys to
Unlocking Your Potential.” I felt it was extremely worthwhile for our group and
was thoroughly impressed with her incorporation of each staff member into her
presentation. It gave ownership to each member of our team to be mindful of the
lessons presented and empowering them to put that knowledge into practice with
confidence. I received several glowing reports from the staff, thanking us for
making such a wonderful presentation available to them. …”it was personal, eye-
opening, and timely. It reminded me of many things I had forgotten, things that
have made me successful in the past.” I would highly recommend Michelle to
anyone looking to strengthen their workplace team. I feel her presentations
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would benefit anyone, both professionally and personally.” 

- Tamara Clark, Turner Publishing .
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